
ETHERLEY LANE NURSERY SCHOOL 
 

TAKING THE EARLY YEARS FOUNDATION STAGE 
CURRICULUM OUTSIDE  

 
Introduction 
The staff and Governors of Etherley Lane Nursery School believe that play 
underpins the delivery of all EYFS.  Children must have opportunities to play 
indoors and outdoors.   
 
Scope 

This statement of Etherley Lane Nursery relates to all staff, children, 
governors, parents/carers.  The school will promote the principles of this 
statement in all dealings with shared providers and other agencies. 
 
Definition 
This policy will shape the practice in this setting to ensure that children are 
supported in developing a range of skills, dispositions and attitudes, based 
upon the characteristics of learning, which will promote an enjoyment of 
learning in all area of the EYFS.  
 
Rationale 
This statement will ensure that all practitioners make reference to the Early 
Years Foundation Stage document as a basis for all daily practice.  This will 
ensure that the setting pays attention to:-   

 Providing enabling environments 

 Meeting the needs of individual children 

 Working together with a broad range of partners  

 Extending children’s learning and development. 

 Developing positive relationships 
 

Reasons for taking the curriculum outdoors: 

 Research shows that children’s behaviour and levels of concentration 
improves with indoor-outdoor access.  Outdoors is where most 
children want to be and many children learn better outdoors.  

  Children need to experience the world actively with all their senses 
before they can hold the memory of those things in their heads as 
pictures, concepts or symbols. 

 Movement and gross motor play is vital for intellectual development.  If 
children’s space is restricted, they become frustrated and 
uncooperative, therefore denying the kind of learning that can only be 
gained in the freedom of outdoor spaces. 

 Children are able to strengthen their muscles and refine their motor 
skills if they are given the chance to climb, swing or to pull and push 
heavy things around. 

 Children develop literacy and numeracy skills through playing, 
observing, exploring and talking about the things around them.  Boys 
in particular are more motivated to write outdoors. 

 Developing literacy and mathematical skills can be fun and enjoyable.  
We learn in direct relation to how much fun we are having. 

 There are more opportunities for large scale play and activities. 



 Children’s sense of wellbeing is enhanced through being in close 
contact with nature and this impacts on their learning. 

 
 
Entitlement 
This policy applies to all practitioners, children and parents/carers regardless 
of age, gender, ethnicity or ability including children with special educational 
needs.   
 
 
Aims  
The staff and Governors are fully committed to the delivery of high quality 
outdoor curriculum teaching and learning experiences; we aim to do this by:- 

 
 

Planning for an outdoor curriculum 
 
We will: 

 Prioritise providing suitable clothing, to enable children to learn outside 
in all weathers 

 Aim for a balance between adult planned and child initiated learning 

 Identify what children will be learning both indoors and outdoors 

 Value observational assessment as a tool to identify next steps in 
learning  

 Record spontaneous, child initiated learning, as it happens that is not 
specifically planned for  

 
Being inclusive 
Children bring with them different experiences and competencies which affect 
their ability to learn.  Practitioners need to ensure that all children can be 
included in the activities offered and that these are accessible and 
appropriately differentiated. 
 
The same learning objective needs to be offered in a range of ways, to meet 
the needs of various children. 

 Some children will access learning objectives more enthusiastically 
outdoors than they would if they were asked to work at a table top 
activity 

 Equally, some children display higher order skills indoors than outdoors 
and this needs to be respected, observed and recorded. 

 To be effective practitioners we need to observe children’s preferred 
learning styles and plan meaningful experiences to meet their needs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Opportunities for working towards the Early Learning Goals through 
outdoor experiences 
 
Personal, Social and Emotional Development  

 Self help; fastening coats, putting on shoes and boots 

 Sharing taking turns with precious equipment, e.g. trikes 

 Co-operating, working as part of a group, parachute games 

 Coping with conflict/consequences of actions 

 Freedom and space to run/ shout unhindered, express frustrations and 
feelings, space to be quiet/hide in, e.g. dens tunnels 

 Care for others, dodging them on wheeled toy, comforting them when 
hurt, helping each other with coats 

 Caring/respect for equipment, helping to fix trucks, oil bikes, help to 
clear away, sweeping up sand 

 Take risks and try new activities, with adult support, climbing higher, 
balancing further 

 
Communication and Language and Literacy 

 Movement vocabulary- talking with children whilst actually engaged in 
movement, prepositions ‘in’, ‘on’, ‘under’ with tunnels, climbing frames, 
boxes, parachute 

 Use language to imagine and recreate roles and experiences.  
Trucks/trikes become fire engines or traffic, boxes/blankets become 
houses, tubes hats, toy mobile phones and other props.  Use small 
world toys in sand or water, e.g. cars, dinosaurs, play people etc. 

 Know that print carries meaning, laminated signs to enhance role play 
(road signs, parking tickets, bus stop garage) signs on storage 
boxes/trolleys/sheds etc. 

 Listening and memory skills – traditional ring games, environmental 
sounds ( also phonics) 

 Reading and acting out simple stories and rhymes, e.g. ‘Going on a 
bear hunt’.  Sequencing stories, responding to stories and rhymes.   

 Writing for different purposes, chalk on the playground, easel, 
clipboards and pencils, surveys, notebooks, long paper fastened to 
wall/floor, water and paint brushes/rollers 
 

Physical Development 

 Large motor control: hopping, skipping, climbing, balancing, kicking etc.  
Hoops and chalked shapes on the ground, walking along a chalked line 
with a bean bag balanced on head. 

 Follow my leader type games using large movements 

 Running in the wind with kites, streamers etc. 

 Wheeled toys – pushing, pulling spatial awareness, co-ordination and 
control 

 Tyres for rolling, jumping and balance 

 Small equipment, bats balls etc. Throwing, catching rolling, spatial 
awareness, accuracy, hand/eye co-ordination and control 

 Digging and planting, using equipment safely and with control 

 Pegging out washing on a line 
Mathematical Development 



 Counting steps, balls, skittles, bean bags, trucks etc. Jumping on 
stepping stones, hoops or chalked shapes on playground, hopscotch, 
sorting balls, bats and hoops at tidy up time.  Keeping scores in 
football/throwing games etc.   

 Adults ask, ‘Have we got enough?’ ‘How many do we need?’ about 
equipment for games, language of comparison, addition and 
subtraction 

 Positional language, climbing ‘in’ ‘on’ ‘through’ equipment, location of 
features in the play area 

 Shape, size of natural materials, toys, buildings and features in the 
environment, chalk shapes on the ground for children to jump on and 
identify.  Can they make a circle for a ring game?  Try making a square 
or a triangle 

 Compare quantities, sand and water useful for developing concepts of 
weight and volume.  Loading bricks onto trailers/trucks to move them – 
to experience weight, change of speed and direction 

 Measurement of distances, how many bricks needed to cross a path 
etc.  Time; use of egg timer to regulate time on bikes etc.  Solving 
practical problems 

 Observe patterns in natural and manmade objects in the environment, 
e.g. leaves, spider webs, fences and buildings.  Make active patterns, 
e.g. hop, jump, hop, jump etc. 

 
 Understanding the World 

 Observe and investigate living things, mini beasts and plants; use 
magnifying glasses/pots to look more closely.  

 Plant bulbs, seeds, vegetables etc.  Growth, the passing of time. 

 Water play can be more adventurous/exuberant – investigate water 
movement, jets, pipes, old squeezy bottles, bubbles  

 Make maps of outside play area, talk about features and where they 
are in relation to each other.  Follow made ‘roads’ with wheeled toys.  
Draw rivers/woods etc. With chalk on the playground for wheeled toys 
to negotiate.  Follow directions 

 Inclines and slopes, wheels and round objects, pulleys, explore forces 
and how things move, use of guttering, pipes, planks, wooden blocks 
etc. 

 Use props, old milk crates, wooden bricks, tyres, pieces of wood, large 
cardboard boxes for large building and role play add work benches and 
tools 

 Observe change in the season, weather 
 Wind – make simple kites, windmills, wind chimes, mobiles, 

washing lines.  Create a ‘windy day’ box with scarves, ribbons 
etc to observe the effects of the wind 

 Rain – look in puddles for reflections, make ripples or get 
willies on and jump in!  Make footprints.  Talk about 
waterproof materials. 

 Snow/ice – explore the concept of hot and cold.  Melting, look 
at patterns in the snow etc. Talk about wrapping up warmly for 
cold weather 



 Sun – paint water on the ground explore evaporation. Mark 
shadows with chalk at different times of the day and observe 
the changes.  Talk about being safe in the sun 

 

 Grow herbs for their smell, run sticks along railings, make wind chimes 
with bottle tops, kick through autumn leaves or fresh grass cuttings, 
and make rubbings of tree bark, bricks or other materials.  Investigate 
using all sense 

 
Expressive Arts and Design Development 

 Making dens, using a variety of equipment to be something else.  
Developing imagination and creativity to solve problems and pretend. 

 Explore sounds in the outdoor environment, making own ‘instruments’ 

 Using all sense to explore the outdoor environment, surface textures, 
sounds, smells, following tracks etc. 

 Large mark making experiences, using bikes/ footprints to paint on 
large paper 

 Dance and large movement experiences, more space and freedom to 
move and be creative. 

 Use photography to capture images and creations 

 Use natural materials to create sculptures or 3D pictures. 
 
Additional planning for outdoor activities 
 
Etherley Lane Nursery aims to deliver all aspects of the curriculum using a 
combination of: 
 
Directed activities          Curriculum with focussed discussion and group   
                                         activities 
Enhanced provision      Curriculum using additional resource stimulus,  
                                         interactive display, visits and visitors. 
Continuous provision    Curriculum through high quality indoor and outdoor  
                                         learning environment 
 
Planning in the nursery is designed to ensure that activities cover the 
knowledge, skills and concepts that enable children to work towards the early 
learning goals at the end of the Early Years Foundation Stage.  Most 
assessment or learning intentions can be achieved indoors or outdoors. 
 
Where a specific outdoor task requires an additional resource or adult focus, 
this is identified in the weekly planning.  An outdoor activity can have the 
same learning objective as an indoor activity. 
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